
 
 

Control Fake News About Your Organization 
 
Fake news is real. It can ignite a metaphorical spark that quickly turns into a fire that 
engulfs the forest of your organization: donors, clients, customers, and stakeholders 
– instantly and uncontrollably burning up sales, donations, or goodwill. 
 
Think I’m exaggerating? This election cycle brought ‘fake news’ to the forefront. It 
reminds me of the old ‘Telephone Game’ we played as kids. One person starts with 
a fairly innocent sentence such as, “Wendy is a magnificent mountain climber.” This 
message is whispered person-to-person around the circle until the last one declares 
that he or she just heard something like, “The wind is a penny up a hill!” 
 
While this game is fairly innocent in the hands of 8-year-olds, it takes on an ominous 
heaviness when played purposefully by the national media, politicos, company 
executives, or disgruntled employees or customers.  
 
We have the tendency to shrug off misinformation, innuendo, gossip, hearsay, and 
even outright lies. We may feel, at least I do, that, “in time, good and truth will 
prevail.” But I am convinced we do not have the luxury of hoping for a happy 
resolution while the city burns around us.  
 
What can be done about fake news and your organization? 
 

! Tell your story first.  We must battle fake news using truth and urgency, 
BEFORE fake news takes control. That’s an obvious one... yet, it is often 
ignored. Have a less than stellar year? Describe the factors that contributed 
and what has been implemented to fix it going forward. Was there some 
turbulence with staff recently? With grace, explain it, unless there is legal 
action pending. Newsletters, annual reports, social media posts, video chats, 
emails, podcasts, and special bulletins are all tools at your disposal. 

! Attack the misinformation, not the purveyor.  Can you make that 
distinction? It may be incredibly difficult, especially if you feel the 
organization/company you care about is being attacked. Resist that instinct 
and take a step back to do whatever is necessary to maintain control.  

! Keep a perspective.  A sense of humor is vital. While we must never appear 
as though we are laughing off what others believe, we can convey that rumors 
can be laughable and often ludicrous.  

 
Sincerely, 

 
Blake Conover, President 


